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Since August 2020 Utku has been working as a Senior Business Intelligence Product
Manager at Legal One. In this interview he talks about joining the company and his
everyday life at Legal One.

Hi Utku! What are your main tasks at Legal One?
As a Senior BI (Business Intelligence) Product Manager, my main responsibilities are
data analysis, constantly monitoring, reporting and optimizing the main activities of
the company. I do not work with a team of my own, but I am in constant communication with all the teams in the company to be able to implement projects and prepare
the reports they need.
In simple terms, it's my job to find the cause of unwanted fluctuations in business processes and automate manual processes to make them more efficient.

How was your recruiting process?
My recruitment process was a very pleasant but also a challenging process. As I worked
one-on-one with the founders of the company, I was interviewed by them and they
asked me to present a case study about a real problem of the company. So, I had the
chance to express myself in a very candid and transparent way during the whole process and both parties fully understood each other's expectations and welcomed them.
In total, we had about 3-4 meetings in less than a month, and each time we talked
about the next steps and quickly reached the proposal stage.

Why did you join Legal One?
During my interview process, I had the chance to learn about the company's mindset,
team structure and the working environment they offer. Frankly, the main factor that
influenced my decision was being able to speak my mind freely and the other side's
understanding of management which was very transparent but not oppressive at all.
So, I decided to join Legal One not only because of interesting projects waiting for me
but also the chance to realize my own ideas for a company that really respects you and
your experience.

Tell me about your first days at Legal One.
My first days coincided with the summer period and the closure started due to the
pandemic, so I met with very few people in the beginning. However, for everything I
wanted to know, it was possible to find the relevant person from Mattermost and get
an immediate response. All my co-workers were also very helpful and they provided
me with everything I needed to progress within a week or two.

Up for a challenge? We look forward to receiving your convincing application via jobs@legal.one including your
availability and salary expectation. We are looking forward to meeting you!

Do you like the working environment?
My desk, monitor, computer, chair, lighting, coffee machine, everything was great
and Sally was always there for anything I might need. But the main thing that really
impressed me and made me happy was the quality of my colleagues. Everyone I work
with or meet in Legal One are really above a certain quality and professional people. I
can say that everyone is happy indeed and stripped of all their egos. This affects you as
well and allows you to work in a productive environment without unnecessary discussions and fully focused on your goal.

Do you have any tips for applicants?
Before the interview, get information about the company, prepare the questions
you want to ask that are really important to you. Focus on what you can bring to the
company, not what you expect from the company. You don't have to answer every
question. Don't be afraid to say “I don't know” about things you are not 100% sure.
Constantly improve your knowledge and be open to continuous learning at work.

Thank you very much for this interview, Utku!
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